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As part of the helicopter-supported Byrd-Darwin Gla-
cier project, we investigated the history of the Darwin,
Hatherton, and Byrd Glaciers, which pass through the
Transantarctic Mountains from the East Antarctic Ice
Sheet to the Ross Ice Shelf between latitudes 79°30'S
and 81°S. The purposes were to examine the early his-
tory of the ice sheet and to test hypotheses developed
elsewhere in Antarctica about the late Quaternary his-
tory of the West Antarctic Ice Sheet, particularly during
the last glacial/interglacial cycle.

Most exposed morphologic features of the Transan-
tarctic Mountains in the Byrd-Darwin Glacier area, as
well as in the ice-free valleys of the McMurdo Sound
area, can be explained by uplift of the mountains
through a preexisting ice sheet. In the Byrd-Darwin
Glacier area these features include: (1) deep transverse
valleys now occupied by the locally fed and slow-moving
Darwin and Hatherton Glaciers or by the massive and
fast-moving Byrd ice stream that drains the interior ice
sheet; (2) short, cirque-like valleys with theater-shaped
heads that now fringe isolated plateaus but that closely
resemble troughs forming today where the ice sheet
spills over dolerite sills on the western edge of the moun-
tains, particularly between ice streams; and (3) high-level
horn-like peaks that resemble present-day nunataks.

In the McMurdo Sound region, transverse ice-free
valleys and intervening mountain ranges dominate the
morphology of the Transantarctic Mountains. Victoria,
Wright, and Taylor Valleys, all glacially carved, are now
kept largely ice free by bedrock thresholds at their heads
and by ablating katabatic winds that sweep through the
valleys from the polar plateau; uplifted valley-floor sed-
iments rich in marine fossils occur in several localities.
Morphologic features of inter-valley ranges suggest ice-
sheet overriding. For example, high-level, remnant, scal-
loped plateaus near the ice sheet exhibit surface tillites
that commonly mantle striated bedrock surfaces. Short,
high-level hanging valleys in the Asgard and Quater-
main Ranges either head at such plateau edges or are
breached to form high-level through valleys that are
separated by nunatak-like buttes and horns. Many
breached valley heads in both ranges show a smooth
stoss side, a plucked lee side, and deep potholes precisely
at the break between stoss and lee sides. Elsewhere in
these ranges, high-level meltwater channels and well-de-
veloped potholes are common. In addition, labyrinthine
complexes of valley-floor meltwater channels, probably
subglacial in origin, occur in upper Wright and Taylor
Valleys. The Olympus Range shows the following ice-

sheet erosion sequence, from west to east: a high plateau
with surface tillite; a plateau remnant fringed with deep
theater-shaped valleys, some with partly breached head-
walls; breached through valleys separated by elongated
buttes; isolated horn-shaped peaks; and finally a planed-
off lower plateau surface.

Morphologic features in both the Byrd-Darwin and
McMurdo Sound areas can be explained if large por-
tions of the Transantarctic Mountains were uplifted
through a preexisting ice sheet. In such a case, head-
ward-cutting ice streams would carve the deep trans-
verse valleys; ice spilling over intervening plateaus
would carve fringing valleys, finally breaching their
headwalls, allowing ice to flow between ice streams, and
isolating nunataks that either were than eroded or were
preserved with further uplift on inter-valley ranges.
Eventually, a few deepening ice streams in geologically
weak zones would capture most East Antarctic drainage,
leaving relatively slow-moving and locally fed glaciers in
many transverse valleys. Three such valleys in the
McMurdo Sound area became ice free when diminished
ice volume flowing over uplifting valley-head thresholds
no longer replaced ice ablated by down-valley katabatic
winds.

In the Byrd-Darwin Glacier area the exposed ero-
sional terrain of the Transantarctic Mountains exhibits
moraines, erratics, and striations that attest to former
fluctuations of outlet glaciers and ice streams. Evidence
for older fluctuations is largely confined to ice-free areas
adjacent to the upper Hatherton Glacier, and therefore
cannot be used to reconstruct complete longitudinal gla-
cier profiles. However, deposits of the last major glacia-
tion—correlated on the basis of moraine morphology,
preservation of surface clasts, and lack of soil develop-
ment with deposits of the major advance that culminated
17,000-21,200 years ago in the McMurdo Sound area
(Stuiver, Denton, and Hughes, 1979)—are widespread.
The resulting longitudinal profiles show that lower
reaches of the Byrd, Hatherton, and Darwin Glaciers
thickened considerably, with former ice-surface eleva-
tions exceeding 1000 meters at their mouths. But this
thickening decreased gradually upglacier, with the up-
permost reaches adjacent to the polar plateau showing
little, if any, expansion. The most recent event has been
an ice-level drop from the upper ice limits attained dur-
ing the last glaciation.

These data suggest that during the last glaciation
there was little, if any, expansion of local East Antarctic
ice, coupled with extensive ice-shelf grounding near the
mouths of the outlet glaciers. This is consistent with the
contention of Stuiver, Denton, and Hughes (1979) that
extensive ice-sheet grounding over the Ross Ice Shelf
and in the Ross Sea, accompanied by little change in the
surface elevation of adjacent portions of the East Ant-
arctic Ice Sheet west of the Transantarctic Mountains,
characterized the last glaciation. Further conclusions will
be possible when soil sample and radiocarbon samples
are processed.

This work was supported by the National Science
Foundation. I am most grateful to the officers and crew-
men of vxE-6 for the extensive helicopter and Hercules
support provided the Byrd-Darwin Glacier project and
to Holmes and Narver, Inc. for operating the base camp
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on Darwin Glacier. R. Ackert, B. G. Andersen, G. H.
Denton, T. Lowell, S. Wilson, and P. Wolcott were in
Antarctica from 18 October 1978 to 20 January 1979.
J . Bockheim was in Antarctica from 18 October 1978
to 15 December 1978.
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From late October 1978 until mid-January 1979, we
worked with glacial geologists George H. Denton and
Bjorn Andersen in continuing to investigate the history
of the marine-based West Antarctic Ice Sheet. Our ob-
jectives were to use soils as a relative-age indicator and
as a stratigraphic marker in separating glacial advances
in the Darwin Glacier area and in correlating the glacial
sequence developed there with the sequence examined
previously in the McMurdo Sound area.

Our efforts were concentrated in the Darwin Moun-
tains, Britannia Range, and Brown Hills (figure 1), but
also included selected ice-free areas adjacent to the Byrd
Glacier and several nunataks in the Darwin and Byrd
névés. We described 65 soil profiles and collected 272
samples for chemical, physical, and mineralogical anal-
ysis. Surface weathering characteristics were recorded
on line transects along moraine crests. Desert varnish,
cavernous weathering, ventifaction, planing, pitting,
spalling, and fracturing were tallied by rock type. At
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Figure 1. Location of soil sampling sites In Darwin Glacier
area.
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least 100 boulders were counted.
We examined chronosequences of soils on lateral mor-

aines deposited by the Hatherton Glacier, the level of
which appears to have been controlled by periodic
grounding of the Ross Ice Shelf. Tentatively, soil-stra-
tigraphic units have been named post-Britannia (ad-
vance I, II), post-Danum (III), and post-Isca (IV, V).
The post-Britannia and post-Isca soils each may be di-
vided into at least two subunits, possibly representing
minor glacial advances. We also examined soils on
ground moraine deposited by advances of ice from the
polar plateau at elevations above 1,800 meters (Plateau
soils).

Depths of oxidation, ghosts, coherence, and visible
salts increase progressively with relative soil age (see ta-
ble). Similarly, desert varnish, pitting, spalling, and frac-
turing of surface boulders increase with relative soil age.
In addition, with relative soil age, surface boulder fre-
quency declines and the ratio of diorite to sandstone
boulders increases. Using the paired t-test and proper-
ties listed in the accompanying table, we found highly
significant differences (P < 0.01) between the post-Bri-
tannia and post-Danum soils and between the post-
Danum and post-Isca soils.

Coefficients of variation are greatest for depth of vis-
ible salts and diorite/sandstone. Desert varnish, pitting,
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Figure 2. Comparison of soils on moraines deposited by the
Hatherton Glacier (Darwin Glacier area) with soils on mor-
aines deposited by the Wright Lower Glacier (McMurdo

Sound area).


